
Maker Maeterial Explanation 

Moment of water of cough, sneezing  
splash.  
By absorbing water, the movement  
of bacteria and viruses suppress and  
detoxify.  
As long-term repetition No fluff and no 
dust when used .it does not interfere  
with breathing . 

JF103J 

The details are 
separately attached 

Silver ion to acrylic fiber 
Safety and durability  
retained excellent  
sanitizing fiber. 
By the effect of silver ions 
The life sustaining action  
of Bacteria, Virus  stop and reduce growth. 

The details are 
separately attached 

Its has 4times 
 absorption  
power compare  
to carbon . 
And be able to 
 use repeatedly. 

Maker  Material  Explanation 

Due to the combined yarns of different  
thicknesses into two layers and three layers, 
It is adsorbed by multi-layered capillary action 
Moisture moves and diffuses in one direction and  
is dried. At the same time, discharge foreign 
 substances mixed with water to the outside 
Bacteria and viruses infiltrate filters Suppress. 

3D face mask  

For home use（Pollen, PM2.5, Bacteria 95.２％  Virus 68.1％ 
prevent）investigated by KAKEN TEST Center in Japan  

・Structure 

Exterior cloth 

Filter 

「One-way water-permeable wicking cloth」 TORAY 

「High-density high-performance nonwoven fabric」TOYOBO、ASAHIKASEI 

Made of three layers of functional materials carefully sewn. 

・ It has the effect of preventing fine foreign substances taken in at    
 the same time as breathing from entering the inside. 
・ Effectively discharges exhaled moisture contained in the filter to    
 the outside and keeps it dry 

・It has 8 times the fiber density of non-woven fabric used for general masks.  
・ We absorb moisture included in expiration and do not get stuffy. 
・Contains functional fibers with antibacterial action. 
・Contains fibers that decompose ammonia and organic substances to make 
  It odorless. 

・Material 

・ It ｍoves moisture included in expiration to filter side and keep the mouth 
  circumference dry. 

"A mask does not completely prevent infection (intrusion)." 

●Exterior cloth,Contact cloth 

●Filter：rich combined new material 

By using 
highly 
chargable 
acrilic fiber,it is 
superior 
to  absorption 
power of fine 
particles. 

Contact cloth 「One-way water-permeable wicking cloth」 TORAY 



・特徴 

1．High fit silhouette 
   Because it is made of soft cloth, it fits along various facial     
      shapes. 

2. Soft ear hanging 
Knit material helps long time  wearing. 

3. Prevention of breath leakage  
By closing the edge、prevent intake of dirty air. 

4. Spacious design around the mouth by   
    three-dimensional processing 
Make your mouth comfortable, and easy to breath for all day. 
We prevent makeup collapse 

5. Adjustable  
Ear hanging 

・How to use and  care 

・ Adjust  
1.Fit on face  
   tie it to a good length 

2. Hook the knot 
     and Hide through hole. 

3.Adjust the left and  
    right length 

・Care 
・ You can put it in the net with your home washing machine and wash  
   it more than 60 times and use it repeatedly. 
・It takes about 8 hours in the sun to dry. A dryer with a low temperature of 60 ° C is fine. 
・ Do not use “chlorine bleach” for washing. Material deterioration will occur. 
・For washing, we recommend an oxygen-based detergent containing enzyme 

Indication based on voluntary standards of the Japan 
Sanitary Material Industry Association 

Manufacturing and sales 

Product Name 3D face mask   Primula modesta Co.LTD 
〒807-1112 
3-16-1 Chiyo, Yawatanishi-ku, Kitakyushu-shi, Fukuoka 
Japan 
TEL: 093-611-4936 
MAIL: primula@cap.bbiq.jp 

Use  Pollen, PM2.5, Bacteria, Virus 

Material Exterior,Contact：Polyester 
Filter：Rayon、Acrylic、Silver thread 
Ear hanging：Cotton、Polyurethane 

Material 
Manufacture 
Investigation 

Material:Made  in Japan(Patented) 
Manufanture:Made in Japan 
Investigation:Japan 

Not Disposable. 

Even if worn for a long time, 
it is hard to get stuffy 

following QR code 

Primula ｍodesta is a subsidized 
 office of National Research 
 and Development Corporation 
New Energy and Industrial 
 Technology Development Organization(NEDO) . 

mailto:primula@cap.bbiq.jp





